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Interview “The big question at the heart of this analysis, of course, is why is Donald Trump so successful? He’s
not a traditional politician. He’s not a traditional Republican, and at the same time he’s been able to build an
organization that is not just powerful for today but powerful for the future.” Doug Wead Doug Wead is a former
political advisor to the Clintons, and currently serves as the Vice President of the Center for the Study of
Democracy and Citizenship at the University of Maryland, College Park. He’s also the author of The Real
Majority, A New American Counter-Revolution, and co-author of The Transformation of American Democracy:
The 1960’s and the Politics of Change. For decades, I’ve seen the fact that there are different kinds of citizens
of the US. At the very top, there is a formal rule-bound oligarchy—the true political elite—and there is an
informal, unelected power elite, people like the Koch Brothers. Then there’s “the common man” who hasn’t
been educated, doesn’t know the rules of politics, who feels he’s better off with the rule of his immediate
group. And then there are those with a broad perspective, who come from those who are lower on the ladder,
who can see the general direction of politics and can use that knowledge to understand what’s going on and to
help guide their own course. People who know how the sausage is made. Americans have a unique political
culture, which has to do with what we are, and where we are, and what we have come to expect of our political
system. When you look at some of the issues that have developed in American politics recently, like abortion,
on one side, and gun control, on the other side, and how those two issues have developed, these are issues
that are very divisive and that have developed very strongly over time. In the 1960s, when the abortion debate
first began, there were conservative think tanks arguing that abortion should not be permitted at all. Their
arguments were the same as gun control, that it shouldn’t be permitted for a woman to exercise that right,
that the fetus is a human life, therefore it’s against the law. Today those arguments are being taken to the
highest levels of the country. Anyone who is concerned about abortion rights has to understand how this
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